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CTA initial response to the COVID-19 pandemic included:  
Providing PPE to CTA employees (e.g., facial covers, gloves, hand sanitizer 
and cleaning products) and instituting many social distancing controls at work 
locations; enacting new leave management policies 

 
Continuing to run as much service as possible to support social distancing 
and transit-dependent essential workers 

 
Implementing Bus Crowding Management and adding extra buses to address 
occasional crowding on routes like the #79 79th and #4 Cottage Grove 

 
Launching rear-door bus boarding while CTA implemented other measures 
(ended in June 2020) 

 
Ongoing customer communications and signage on all vehicles and stations 
to promote social distancing and wearing masks 
 
Enhancing CTA’s cleaning protocols 
 

RESPONSE TO STAY-AT-HOME ORDER 



Build on the strategies taken during the Stay-At-Home Order 
Continue to run as much service as possible 
Add extra buses to address occasional crowding on routes 
Run longer buses and trains where possible 

 
CTA, in coordination with CDPH, formalized rider capacity limits for 
buses and rail cars for Phase 4 

15 passenger limit for 40’ buses 
22 passenger limit for articulated buses and each train car 

 
CTA is monitoring camera feeds from high-ridership stations to 
identify potential crowd management situations at platform  

When social distancing concerns are identified customer 
announcements can be made to the platform to encourage social 
distancing, advise customers to wait for the next train, etc.  
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CTA SERVICE 



CTA has one of the most rigorous cleaning regimens of any US transit agency.  
Measures include:  

Cleaning every bus and train before service 
Cleaning train stations four times a day 
Disinfecting high-touch surfaces throughout  

     the day 
Routine deep cleans of stations and vehicles 
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CLEANING  

 
 
 

Enhancing cleaning protocols with new 
technologies, products and services 

Electro-sprayers used for deep 
cleans 
Anti-microbial surface coating 
applied to vehicle interiors   
UV light cleaning technologies are 
under review by CTA Engineering  
Mobile cleaning SWAT teams will 
power-wash stations 

50-75 rail stations per week 
Clean Crews at terminals to 
enhance end-of-line rail car 
cleaning 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



CUSTOMER & STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cohesive, organized and responsible public engagement strategy that effectively and regularly re-enforces public health guidelines, CTA’s ongoing actions and future investments.Customers need to be partners with CTA. CTA is asking customers to continue the practices they have been following for the last two months: social distancing, wearing masks, washing/sanitizing hands, not boarding crowded trains and buses, and being mindful and respectful of fellow customers and CTA employees.Multiple mediums  deployed to support customer engagement / customer announcementsEmail to CTA riders in early April and June 3Audio announcement on buses and trains around social distancingSignage throughout the system and vehiclesContinuous social media campaignsRidership survey Regular updates to webpageDeploying decals on station floors guiding riders on where to stand and how to keep distance(Decals will remind of the importance of distancing and additional signage and explicit direction to space out when seated)Direct engagement with business community Survey DRC letter to business leaders / groupsFuture engagements communications with businesses and customersWorking with MIT to do panel survey to continuously  to survey riders (and previous riders) on perception of CTA and receive feedback



STATION SIGNAGE 
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CONT’D STATION SIGNAGE 
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VEHICLE SIGNAGE 
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RIDERSHIP TOOLS 
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Distributed “Travel Healthy” kits to riders – kits included personal hand 
sanitizers, face masks and tips for traveling healthy on CTA 

Distributed thousands of kits of riders the week of  
      June 23 

CTA exploring additional opportunities to distribute 
      the kits 

 
Distributing Ventra cards to customers to 

      encourage transition to contactless  
      payment 

CTA accepts Ventra cards, contactless bank/credit 
      cards or mobile payment via Apple Pay/Google Pay  
 

 



RIDERSHIP INFORMATION DASHBOARD 
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Developed a customer information dashboard to convey the best times to ride to avoid crowds so 
that they can adjust their trips accordingly, when it is possible to do so 

Dashboard highlights the busiest bus routes at specific time periods throughout the day, 
including weekends 
Currently developing a more interactive, accessible dashboard 

 



 
CTA is one of the only transit agencies in the country that did not reduce/cut 
service, so many transit agencies are focusing their re-opening efforts on 
restoring service 

MTA, MBTA, LA Metro, SEPTA are currently doing service restoration or plan to restore 
service as part of their regions’ recovery 

 
CTA’s other reopening actions have been consistent with other transit 
agencies: 

All transit agencies continue to encourage thoughtful “use” of transit; only taking 
transit for essential trips and for those with mobility challenges 
Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit and others established passenger capacity limits 
between 10 and 30+ passengers depending vehicle type/size 
Most transit agencies require customers wear masks 
Philadelphia and various international cities are transitioning back to front door 
boarding in the next few weeks 
Other agencies have installed plexi-glass screens to protect operators (CTA 
buses are already equipped with this protection) 
Agencies have blocked off the front of their train cars from passengers 
MTA is testing UV light cleaning on vehicles 
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OTHER TRANSIT AGENCIES 



These investments are just the beginning of the work CTA is doing to 
safely welcome riders back to our system 
 
CTA is currently: 

Exploring new technology investments and data tools 
Working with CDOT on opportunities to establish dedicated 
emergency bus lanes or “pop up” lanes and other infrastructure 
improvements 
Launching a new Ventra app in fall 2020 with Divvy bike integration 
Identifying additional opportunities to engage with our customers 
about social distancing and wearing masks  
 

Longer-term we plan to review the ‘new normal’ ridership patterns and 
impacts of COVID-19 on views of public transit, overall ridership trends 
and service delivery  
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PLANNING FOR FUTURE PHASES 
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